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Compressed Game.Q: Create a new C#.Net Framework class as a DLL
I've been playing around with writing a C# DLL class for creating test

emails (as part of a larger application, the main application doesn't use
emails at all). I've written this class, and it works really nicely in my
project. But I don't think I can keep it in my project - I think the DLL

would need a reference to the.NET Framework, which I don't want to
include. What I'd like to do is make an EXE or DLL that contains the new

email class. The reason I don't want to use the SDK, is that it offers
really nice features, like the MailMessage constructor accepting account

credentials, which the email class doesn't provide in my class. So far
I've not been able to find a way of doing this. I have a main project in

VS2010, and this DLL is a separate project within the solution. I've
added it as a reference to the main project in Visual Studio, but this
allows me to use the DLL classes in the main project. However, if I

reference the DLL project, and include the.NET Framework reference in
the DLL project (as I described), it isn't possible to use any of the

classes from the main project (it complains that it can't find the required
framework assembly). I could always write a simple'main' class for the

DLL that calls into the main project, but I'm sure there has to be an
easier way! Does anyone have any ideas? Many Thanks, A: I agree with

the comment above by Brad - I'd recommend using the SMTP client
libraries from the.NET Framework instead. Once you have the SMTP

client libraries installed into your project, creating a MailMessage from
the client libraries is a lot easier than creating it from scratch. A few
links: The.NET Framework's SMTP client libraries Configuring/Using

the.NET Framework's SMTP Client Libraries In case you are looking for
something even easier than client libraries, I wrote a library which wraps
the SMTP client libraries. It's about as simple as it gets for creating MIME

mail, and it might also help you with sending directly from an email
client - I c6a93da74d
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